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Solving the Autism Puzzle
Bringing the solution to where it’s needed the most

Venue
HOTEL SOFYAN BETAWI, Jl. Cut Mutia No.9, Menteng, Central Jakarta

Date & Time
Date : 20-21 July, 2019
Time : 8AM – 5PM

Registration/Inquiry (By Whatsapp only)
CHRISTINE – 0813-1787-6888

Day 1 – Saturday, 20th July 2019
8AM : Registration & Morning Coffee
9AM : “Brain inflammation in Autism, ADHD, and other developmental disorder. We can put down the fire” by Dr Deibby Mamahit (Autism Consultant and Director of Brainworks, Singapore)
10AM : “Living with Autism. How to use tantrums as a way to enter your child’s heart” by Gerd Winkler (Director of Global Autism Solutions, NY, USA)

Day 2 – Sunday, 21st July 2019
8AM : Registration & Morning Coffee
9AM : “When there is brain damage: can we repair the brain? Neurogenesis for Autism, ADHD, Seizures and brain abnormalities and brain injuries” by Dr Deibby Mamahit (Autism Consultant and Director of Brainworks, Singapore)
10AM : “Higher Functioning Children and issues they facing” & “Education for our Autistic Children – the importance of their home learning environment and what schools aren’t teaching them (OCD and inflexibility)” by Gerd Winkler (Director of Global Autism Solutions, NY, USA)

For both days, lunch and afternoon coffee break will be at 12PM and 3PM respectively, and the seminar shall end at 5PM. Please note that the seminar will be in FULL ENGLISH and no translations will be provided.

About the Speaker

GERD WINKLER

Started Global Autism Solutions in the summer of 2018 and prior to that, worked as a Son-Rise-Program® teacher for the Autism Treatment Center of America® for the past 28 years, working with families and professionals domestically and internationally.

Gerd’s services are designed to help families and caregivers enable their children to dramatically improve in all areas of child development, all through an approach of acceptance, appreciation, respect, and enjoyment of the child.

Gerd is very passionate in his work in helping many families and their special needs children. In this rare opportunity and collaboration, he wants to share his valuable insights based on his extensive hands-on experience with these children.
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Topics
- Practical pointers on living with children with special need
- Why tantrum is an opportunity
- My child can’t speak. How to motivate my child to speak?
- How to know if my child can read?
- How to handle aggression?
- How to find out my child’s interest?
- How to be my child’s best friend?
- When I get frustrated what should I do?
- What do I do when my child is too inflexible
- Strategy to get the child speak more words and longer sentences
- What to do with the stimming like flapping or verbal repetitions?
- What kind of attitude at home is more effective to help them?
- How to create an environment that help the children
- How love and acceptance helps?
- How to have love and acceptance in the house?
- How to extend the child’s comfort zone?
- How to make them understand the concept of personal space?
- How to make them understand about yours or mine concept?
- Why training the child to say “ I want _” is overrated
- I have the feeling that my child is smarter that what meets the eye. How can I tell?

Pricing (Transfer by June 30, 2019)
IDR 1.500.000 Single (Parent or Caregivers)
IDR 2.750.000 Couples
IDR 2.000.000 Professionals

Pricing (Transfer after June 30, 2019)
IDR 2.000.000 Single (Parent or Caregivers)
IDR 3.750.000 Couples
IDR 2.500.000 Professionals

Bank Transfer Information
Recipients : Angelyn Hofker (WA: 0815-830-4753)
Bank : BCA, Cideng Branch, Central Jakarta
Account No. : 397-117-4101

About the Speaker

DR DEIBBY MAMAHIT

Dr. Deibby Mamahit has a great passion for Autism and learning disabilities as well as brain injuries and brain degeneration. In 2014, she started developing her own protocol on autism treatment and have been seeing high rate of improvement and recoveries.

"Gerd is an Autism consultant extraordinaire, who is like a special detective with amazing talent to take in so much information about our children and will come out with very spot-on observation and practical/useful solution to address the needs of the child’s growth. Gerd had helped my son to cross many boundaries, that otherwise will remain uncrossed.

This 2-days seminar is a great opportunity for all parents and professionals to learn from such great, intuitive, compassionate, and humble teacher."